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Executive Summary

(i) After seven years of negotiations the Uruguay Round Multilateral Trade Negotiations
were concluded successfully on December 15, 1993. The Final Act of the Uruguay Round is
wider in scope than any of its predecessors. The tariff cuts are deeper; non-tariffbarriers are

tackled more comprehensively; andfor the first time trade in two major sectors, services and
agriculture, have been included in the negotiated agreement. White the Final Act covers
agreements, decisions and declarations on a wide variety ofsubjects several of which wilt be
ofgreat economic significance to the world economy and to the economies of the developing
countries, this note focuses mainly on the Agreement on Agriculture.

(ii) The implementation of the Agreement on Agriculture will start in 1995, and the
reduction commitments of the developed countries should be completed within six years, Le.

by the year 2000, whereas the commitments of the developing countries should be completed
within ten years, by the year 2004. The least developed countries are not required to make
any reductions. The commodities included are most of the products normally considered as
part of agriculture (Le. it excludes fishery and forest products) except that it also excludes

rubber, jute, sisal, abaca and coir,

(iii) There are three elements to the commitment on market access; tariffication, tariff
reduction and access opportunities. Tariffication means that specific non-tariff barriers
(quotas, variable levies, minimum import prices, discretionary licensing, state trading
measures, voluntary restraint agreements and similar border measures) need to be abolished
and converted into an equivalent tariff Ordinary tariffs, including those resulting from
tariffication, should be reduced by on average 36 percent (24 percent by developing
countries), with a minimum rate of reduction of 15 percent for each tariff item. Special
safeguard provisions allow the imposition of additional duties when there are either import

surges or particularly low prices (both compared with 1986-88 levels). Where there are no
significant imports, minimum access equal to 3 percent of domestic consumption in 1986-88
will be established for 1995 rising to 5 percent of base year consumption at the end of the

implementation period.

(iv) F0r domestic support policies, subject to reduction commitments, the total support

given in 1986-88, measured by the Total Aggregate Measure ofSupport (Total AMS), should
be reduced by 20 percent in developed countries (13.3 percent in developing countries).

Reduction commitments refer to total levels of support and not to individual commodities.

Policies which amount to o small percentage transfer value to producers (less than 5 percent

of the value of production for developed countries, less than 10 percent for developing

countries) are also excluded under the de minimis rule. Policies which have minimal or no

effect on production or trade distorting effects ("Green Box") are excluded. The list of
exempted "Green Box" policies includes such policies as general services to agriculture, food
security stocks, domestic food aid, and certain decoupled payments to producers, including

direct payments to production-limiting programmes, providing certain conditions are met.

(v) As regards developing countries, which have been given special and differential
treatment in the Agreement on Agriculture, purchases for and sales from food security stocks

could be at administered prices providing that the subsidy to producers is included in the
AMS. As regards domestic food aid, developing countries are allowed untargeted subsidized

food distribution on a regular basis. Abo excluded for developing countries are investment

subsidies that are generally available to agriculture and agricultural input subsidies generally

available to poor farmers in these countries.
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the most important provision is the commitment to reduar expert subsidies.
olsports benefiting from such subsia^s must be reduced by 21 percent and the
on^oHsubsidUsbyB6percenL Unlike the reduction commitments in market
domestic support, reductions in export subsidies wilt be^implemented on a

is. However, exporters have in certain cases been allowed to maintain a
exports in the years up to 1999, by availing themselves ofa special

did ll f 199h92 ad 198690) from which to make
^elTsubsidted exports in the years up to 1999, y g f
(the higher of the subsidized levels of 199h92 and 1986-90) from which to make

to the same final level by the year 2000, The Final Act also provides some

lorerevendg^
on use of export credit and credit guarantees as well as food^ aid (ue. food aid

^Mmtbe tied, u should be carried outin accordance with FAO Principles of Surplus
Disposal, and it should be provided to the extent possible in fully grant form).

(vii) Finally, in addition to the special and differential provisions mentioned above, there
are special provisions for developing countries contained in the Decision on -Myffi
rnJtrmn* the P™fi* Ntoath* Effects ofthe Reform Programme on faast-pevehped and
vLlvJ^limnnrtine Countries, The idea behind the Decision is that agricultural trad*

ErSTTS^^ ***r ^ortd Prices for food while a reduction in export
subsidies will also raise the effectiveprice paid by importers. Then is alsosome concern that

the volume offood aid, which historically has been closely linked to the level of surplus
stocks, could be more limited in future as the surplus stocks are run down. The Decision
recognms the*tissues and provides for some redress, via food aid, technical assistance 0
raise agriculturalproductivity andpossiblyshort term assistance to help infinancing normal

commercial imports.

(viU) theAgreement on Agriculture, although rather comprehensive and going weU beyond
tariffs and border measures, still represents only a partial liberalization agreement^ The
auantitative cuts in support to agriculture are relatively small and spread over a number <tf
years Overall, a large degree ofdistortion in the world market of agricultural commodities
will sdll remain even after the complete implementation of the reduction commitments.

1 «r) Moderate increases in world prices (in the order of5 to 10 percent) are foreseen for
temperate zoneproducts which in the past have enjoyed high levels ofassistance, particularly
in E developed countries. Conversely, production would be expected to increase tn the low
cost non-subsidizing countries. To the extent that the anticipated higher world market prices
for basic food commodities (relative to other commodities) are passed on to producers at
developing countries, some increase in the production of these commodities would be
expected. Preliminary assessments point to relatively small changes in net export earnings of
developing countries in both temperate arid tropical products, particularly taking into
consideration the length ofthe implementation period, which implies that annual changes will

be marginal

(x) The hopedfor growth ofworld Hmome sh&iMmel!boost the demandfor agricultural
commodities while the reduction of agricultural output in developed countries as a whole,
would stimulate agricultural activity in the developing countries. Given that agriculture is the
major source of employment and income in the developing countries, these developments
would be expected to improve incomes of rural households which are often the most food

insecure.
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(Xij The effects on the stability of international prices are unclean On the one hand, with
the removal of non-tariff barriers to trade, all countries would absorb to a greater degree

than before shocks in the world market, thus dampening the effects ofmarket instability. On
the other hand, the general move towards liberalization and a reduced role ofthM government
in price support activities could lead to a fall in government stockholding of agricultural
commodities, especially in the developed countries. The reduction may not be targe, but there
is a question as to whether the private sector would step in to fill the gap. If not, as seems

likefy, U\en global food stocks are likely to be reduced Fortunately, however, food security
stocks have been excluded in the Final Act from reduction targets. It is to be hoped that
countries would take advantage of mis exemption and build up adequate food security
reserves, but developing countries may not be able to make large efforts on this score as

holding stocks is an expensive undertaking.

(xii) Aside from the quantitative effects of the Uruguay Round agreement, what is probably
ofgreater significance, particularly in the long run, is the new shape ofagriculturalpolicies.

The way in which agriculturalpolicy is undertaken is likely to change radically in the future.
First and foremost this concerns the list ofpolicies that are discouraged and those that are
acceptable. The former includes guaranteed, target, indicative or procurement prices which
are maintained at levels above those on the world market. Thefuture isfor targeted non-price
decoupled forms of support Next in terms of significance is the demise of most non-tariff

barriers to trade and their conversion into tariffs (tariffication). This allows import pKicex to
vary with variations in worldprices and hence improves the quality ofprice signals faced by
producers and consumers. Export subsidies are not acceptable but w'dl be toleratedfor the
time being and disciplined. Overall, trade regimes infuture should be much more transparent.

(xiii) The implications for the developing countries of this new regime will have to be seen

within the framework of structural adjustment programmes under way. In agricultural and
food policy, there is already a general trend towards more precise targeting ofpolicies to
particular groups of beneficiaries, Whether these poUcy changes are motivated by the new

Uruguay Round disciplines or by ongoing structural adjustment programmes, both point in
a rather similar direction, one where actions to influence prices are ho longer the main
instruments ofagriculturalpolicy. Whether, however, it will always befeasiblefor developing
Countries to adopt non price-distorting policies is a matter that requires further analysis.

7c i" .■■'.'
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URUGUAY ROUND AGREEMENT:

A PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT

th.: The Trade Negotiations Committee of the Uruguay Round of Multilateral Trade
SL^5*. Final Act of the Uruguay Round on 15 De^mberJ[993. T£ n«njg

Wers agreements and decisions ona wide variety of subjecte severa

^n^ificance to the world economy and to the «*«»

ssssassassss
He^K o» Least Developed and Net Food Importing Developing
note will focus on (i) and (Hi). ,

2. This note is divided into three sections. The first section describes the Final Act «jalyring
L of the agreement** marketaccess, ctonjetffc support, expo* subsid.es, the *?*»*«*

,SSdeveloprmxo6^^
Sr other sectoT^ie second section assesses, the Final Act ma genera.

i^waTWwing a P*™™*di^ion of the ^^T^^a^S^
countries. TTie third section provides a summary of recent studies on the ppssib e qua
SSJKSS pendmg an in^epth, ^mmoditv-by^mmodity analysis ft.,
Sten later this year after the various Schedules of Commitments are finaHzed. Asj
wm notbe available before April 1994, and commitments will not start to be operational before
1995, it is planned to conclude this major study by the end of 1994.

3 For the time being, any analysis undertaken of the Final Act will be constrainedby not
the contents of the Schedules of Commitments, country by country, commodity by
ty^help in these preliminary analyses there are two sources of infarmat^ to£«.
which givesconsideribtedetail on criferia and principles and the Moda!.t,»for the

fi Bidi Cmitents Under the Reform Programme ^^°nEstablishment of Specific Binding Commitments Under the Reform Programme, ala
15 December 1993,, which provkjes certoin parameters for the compilation of the
(minimum or average values of the reduction commitments). In addition some *******' ■» ™
aggregate level on offers to reduce tariffs made by mid-November 1993 are ava.lable in a GATT

study1. -. / ■ : ... ■-. :,., .. ■. ,:

ii. titiscsarnoH of the agreement on agriculture

*"'' 1l« Agwmcnt on Agricultu^
y Aniwi S:the« are referent t(? the Decision concerning the interests of the least developed
«id:«fcSH4i^ *** 16 and «> sanitory and phytosamtary
measures in Article 14 both of which are the subject of separate texts.

1 An AMlwb of Aetoo**** Umgiay Round Agreement wifli Pwti«il«r Emphub onA^to

to Developing Owntriea. MTN/TOGW/m, MTN.GNO^W 29 November 1993.
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A. Commodity Coverage

5. The commodity coverage of the Agreement is given in Annex 1 and includes most of the

products normally considered as part of agriculture (U. it excludes fishery and forest products)

except that it also excludes rubber, jute, sisal, abaca and coir There are two points to be noted

here. First, the exclusion ofcertain products from the definition ofagriculture does not imply that

commitments to improve market access are not to be made. They would be covered by

negotiations under industrial products. It does, however, imply that domestic support measures

for these commodities are completely excluded from reduction commitments as there are no such

commitments for industrial products. This exclusion may be of some interest to certain middle

income developing countries that produce these commodities. The second point is that although

the negotiations on tropical products were conducted separately from those on agriculture, in

the end they have been grouped together with other agricultural products.

B. Time Period

t •'- ....

6. The implementation of the Agreement on Agriculture starts in 1995, and the reduction

commitments of the developed countries should be completed within six years, ix. by the year

2000 whereas the commitments of the developing countries should be completed by the year

2004 (ix. within ten years). In addition, the period during which "due restraint" is to be exercised

by members regarding the imposition of countervailing duties for perceived misuse of subsidies

(a form of "peace clause") goes until the year 2003. This is presumably to cover the period of

the next round of negotiations that should start in 1999 and which normally last for four years.

C Market Access

7. The market access provisions of the Final Act are one of the main features. First members

must J&rjffr their non-tariff barriers (NTB). This means that specific non-tariff barriers (quotas,

variable levies, minimum import prices, discretionary licensing, state trading measures, voluntary

restraint agreements and similar border measures) need to be abolished and converted into an

equivalent tariff (ad valorem or specific ). The basic approach (as outlined in Attachment to

Annex 5) is to set a tariff equal to the difference in 1986-88 between the internal price, typically

the domestic wholesale price, and the external price, typically the import unit value ci.f.

converted into national currency1. Adjustments may be made for quality or variety. There docs

not appear to be any provision made for domestic transport costs from point of import to

wholesale market, which could result in a higher tariff than would otherwise be justifiable from

the NTB. Moreover the price gap is the result of all trade measures taken during 1986-88, not

just NTBs. For instance a (legitimate) measure Uken in pursuance of environmental ends or an

SPS measure that resulted in a reduction in imports would also have caused an increase in the

price gap, yet legitimate measures to cut imports would also be included in the base year level

of protection. In other words, tarifficaUon while getting rid of the most harmful NTBs has also

allowed countries to start from rather high tariffs.

8. Ordinary tariffs including those resulting from tariffication will be reduced by an average

of 36 percent in the six years starting in 1995* with a minimum rate of reduction of 15 percent

1 This formula is optional for developing countries for products which were snbject to unbound ordinary
custom Artie* in die put (see ptiigraph 28 below).



for each tariff item. Notice that as the 36 percent is a simple, unweighted average there is the
possibility of countries imposing lafge cut* (mote than 36 percent) on minor items and 15
percent cuts on major items. This risk can only be incased when the Schedules are known, the
tariff reduction will be undertaken in equal annual instalments am$ all customs duties will he
bound. Tariff may be either ad valorem or specific but given that specific duttes in rational
currency an prone tt» erosion of value in the presence of inflation, It Is likely thst most tariffo

will be id valorem1. *

9. At existing NTBa have sometimes resulted in zero or negligible imporU/ihW are special

provision* «w»minc minimum access opportunities. Where there are no significant imports,
minimum access equal to 3 percent of domestic consumption in 1986-88 wilt be established for

1995 rising to 5 percent of base year consumption at the end of the implementation period.

Minimum access opportunities will be implemented on the basis of s tariff quota at low rates

provided on a Most Favoured Nation basis.

10. In the case where current access opportunities are more than the minimum, they will be
maintained during the implementation process. The quantities covered would usually be the
maximum allowed under existing NTBs or the quantity actually imported whichever is the
greater1. The current access opportunities may also be expanded but this will only become

known when the schedules are completed.

11- An important issue concern* the level of aggregation of minimum access opportunities.

By combining a commodity with large imports and one with none, the tots! could show generous

imports well above minimum levels. An example could he adding a country's imports of wheat

(large) to those of rice (smalt) no that no access opportunities would be needed for rice. The
solution provided In the Final Act was that commitments "in general" ahat! be at the Harmonind
System 4-digit level or more detailed in some cases. Taking the example above, wheat and rice

are both 4-dlgit level commodities, white durum and other wheat am 6-digit level. It would
therefore appear that the scope for using pnrticulwr aggregations to obviate the minimum access

provisions 4s fairly limited.

12. Ik order to meet the concerns of some countries, special minimum access provisions hive
been introduced for country/commodity situations meeting very special criteria. Basically in

return for the facility of not introducing Uriffication, a developed country meeting very tight

condition* (bastedjy next 16 no import*, no export subsidies being used and effective: production
restraint programmes) would grant minimum access of4 percent ofdomestic consumption, rising
to 8 percent by the year 2000. There are special clauxes allowing the member to introduce

tarifflcation at some future point with some reduction in the minimum access provision. A

developing country meeting these conditions (rare because few have effective programmes to

restrict production) would agree to open market access of 1 percent rising to 2 percent after
5 yean and 4 percent alter 10 yean. This special treatment was the way found for handling the

question of opening the rice sectors of Japan and the Republic of Korea (and possibly a few

t jnitefMtfMr^flettaiurAHfefcni^^

lo lilw into Moon* reduction of AtW real v«!»*».

nawtfne tfitae»«pitJi r*ovlnf<m art give** in'Mpd»Ullw", Anno» 3,
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other countries too). Japan consumed in 1986-88 around 9 million tons of rice a year and the

Republic of Korea around 5 million tons.

13 One of the most important but little publicized articles in the Agreement on Agriculture
te Jhat on special safeguard provisions (Article 5), This option is only open to those members
and in respect only of these products where NTBs have been tariffied. Thus such safeguard
measures are not open to a member that only used tariffs on a particular commodity. The special
safeguard clause allows the imposition of additional duties when there are either import surges

or particularly low prices (both compared with 1986-88 levels).

14 In the case where an import price1 fell below the 1986-88 import price in national
currency a schedule of additional duties can be charged (see Article 5). This is illustrated in
Table 1 which assumes that the 1986-88 import price « 100.

Table 1. Illustrative Example of Special Safeguard Clause

Import price

100

90

80

70

60

50

40

30

25

20

15

1 Plus the regular tariff.

Additional

duty
•

0

0

3

6

9

14 ..

19

26

29.5

34

38.5

Total'

100

90

83

76

69

64

59

56

54.5

54

53.5

15. An import surge is defined as when imports exceed the larger of (x + y) or (1.05x) where
x is the product of the trigger percent and average imports in the previous three years; y is the
change in consumption in the most recent year for which data are available. The trigger
percentage is defined as 125 when imports/consumption ratio in the previous three years was less

than 10 percent; 110 when the ratio was between 10 percent and 30 percent; and 105 where the
ratio was greater than 30 percent When imports surge in the way defined additional import

duties may be levied up to 30 percent of the normal tariff level2.

1 This refers to an individual shipment. This will presumably be an incentive for traders to set up subsidiaries
in the exporting country from which they can buy at invoiced jmoes which do not trigger Ibeapplicalion of addiliona!

dutie*. See A. Swinbank GATT. CAP and tte yagers' Pilemma. University of Reading, 2 December 1993,

2 Suppose the average imports in the previous three years was 400 tons and the share of imports in

consumption 25 percent, Tne trigger percentage is therefore 1.10. Domestic consumption rose 45 tons in the most
recent year. An import surge therefore occurs when imports in this year are greater than the higher of

400 x 1.10 + 45 - 485 or 1.05 x 400 x 1.10 - 462

thus die trigger for additional duties would be 485 tons.
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1<5> Tfcble 1 clearly indicates the strong stabilizing influence on domestic prices of additional
dudes for very large import price falls: Thte effect would aggravate the fall in prices on world
markets because the additional duties would curb the increase in import demand that would be

necessary to help shore up international prices.

17 Tlie use of these safeguard clauses is limited to the year in which the imports surge or the
nrke drop occurs. It may only be used by members that have tariffied a commodity and have
mdfcated in the Schedules that they would have recourse to the special safeguard clause.
However even though circumscribed, it is in marked contrast to the absence of any concern over
price rises. All that is provided for when prices surge is the rather weak content of the Decision
on the concerns of the least devdoped/net-food importing developing countries (see para 32
below) and the limited check on exporters provided under Article 12 (see para 27 below).

D. Domestic Support

18 The introduction of reduction commitments on domestic supports marks perhaps the
greatest single innovation of the Uruguay Round agreement on agriculture, The GAIT has
traditionally concerned itself with trade measures and has not been much involved in purely
domestic production matters, except where these have a trade impact (e.g. Articles XVI on

Subsidies).

1? After very difficult negotiations the general approach adopted has been to divide policies
into two groups (Q permitted policies ("Green Box") and (ii) policies subject to reduction
commitments . the former being policies that have minimal or no effect on production or trade
distorting effects. The total support given to agriculture in 1986-88 by the latter policies,
measured by the Total Aggregate Measure of Support (Total AMS), is subject to reduction
commitments, of 20 percent in the case of developed countries over the period 1995-2000 and

percent in the case Of developing countries in the period 1995-2004,

20. The list of policies that are exempt from reduction commitments is very long and will be
much studied in the future. To be included in the Green Box the support measure has to be
provided by the government not by the consumer and the measure should not provide price
support to producers. Included are such policies as general services (research, training, extension,
inspection, marketing and promotion, infrastructure) food security stocks, domestic food aid, and
certain direct payments to producers (decoupled, income insurance and safety net programmes,

disaster relief, producer or resource retirement schemes, investment aids, environmental
programmes and regional assistance). The Green Box category is important when it comes to

evaluating the policy options open to the developing countries (see paras 49-54).

21. in addition to the Green Box category, some other policies are excluded from the AMS.
These include investment subsidies that are generally available to agriculture in developing
country members and agricultural input subsidies generally available to poor farmers in
developing country members. Policies which amount to a small percentage transfer value to

producers (less than 5 percent of the value of production for developed countries, less than 10
percent for developing countries) are also excluded under the de minirriis rule, finally the
crucially important set of form policies contained in the revised CAP of the EEC, the United
States Deficiency Payments System (and perhaps others too) have effectively bceii largely
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excluded from reduction commitments1. In a last minute addition, direct payments to production-

limiting programmes have been excluded from the current AMS total, providing certain

conditions are met (that they are decoupled or payments are made on 85 percent or less of base

production).

22. Hie last minute negotiations also meant that the reduction commitment of 20 percent

referred to total levels of support not to individual commodities. This gives the member a great

deal of flexibility in meeting the reduction commitment.

E. Export subsidies

23. The Agreement on Agriculture spells out a list of export subsidies that are to be reduced

(direct subsidies, sale from stocks by governments at lower prices than the domestic market;

export payments financed by obligatory levies, subsidized export marketing costs, special

domestic transport charges). Exports benefiting from such subsidies must be reduced as follows;

the volume of such exports by 2% percent over 1995-2000 and the expenditure on export

subsidies by 36 percent over the same period. The basis for calculating the final level of

subsidized exports is 1986-90 (compared with 1986-88 for other reduction commitments).

Members are allowed some flexibility but not much in the second to fifth years where in the

second to fifth years the cumulative exports can exceed the "straight line" cut by up to 1.75

percent of the base year amount (Table 2). In addition the major subsidizing exporters

(particularly the EEC and the United States, have gained an increase in the total volume of

subsidized exports permissible in the years before 2000. How this is achieved is given in Annex

8 of the Modalities, where countries can avail themselves of a higher starting point from which

to make reductions to the same final level by the year 2000. An example may help to clarify this

special clause. Suppose the base period (1986-90) volume ofsubsidized exports was 100 but that

this rose to 110 in 1991 and 1992. Table 2 illustrates the two paths for subsidized volume of

exports and the increase in the volume of subsidized exports that can be obtained by shifting the

starting point to 1991-92.

1 It m important to note thit this exclusion from the current and future value of the AMS has not been included

in the Green Box. The reasons are: (a) that these policies dkt not exist in the base period and (b) by excluding ibis policy

from Ike AMS in future while counting, the previous policy as subject to reduction, the EEC (and possibly the United

States too) may quite easily meet reduction commitments. For example, if in 1986-88 the total support was 100,80 of

which,price support and 20 Green Box, the target level of AMS for the year 2000 would be 80 x 0.8-64. Assume file,,

new CAP converted 40 into set aside* leaving 40 under price support. Titus, it will be easy for the EEC to meet the 64

target because 40 < 64. If however (he 40 set aside were transferred to the Green Box, the total AMS for reduction

purposes would be 40 ind the target level for the year 2000 would be 40 x 0.8 » 32, which would be difficult to achieve.
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Table X Illustration of Export Subsidy Safes

General Case Annex 8 Special Cases

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

Total

96.5
■ ■ »*, -;- ■■ ■

93

89.5

86.0

SZ5

79

S26J5

105

100

95

85

79

554

Cumulative exports in any

one year during 1906-99 -

can be 1.75 percent higher

24. Fiom Table 2 it is quite clear that the "bad behaviour" in iWl-92 would be "rewarded*
with higher subsidized sates for several more years. The argument is that this concession will

enajbfe the subsidizing exporters to work down their stocks before the year 2000.

,21 The Final Act also provides for the prevention of circumvention of export subsidy

commiteients. The basic idea of Article 10 is that there are other ways in which a degree of
coocessionality can be introduced to exports without being fully-fledged export subsidies in the
sense of para 23 above. The prevention methods are four. First export subsidies not included in
the reduction commitment must not be used to get round the commitments. Second members
have undertaken to work towards internationally agreed disciplines on use of export credit and

;cfe4it guarantees. Thirdly the onus of proof in contentious cases rests on the exporter to show

mat there has been no violation of the discipline on export subsidies. Fourthly; there are some

provisions on food aid of a fairly conventional nature (it should not be tied, it should be as fer

as possible on grant terms, and that food aid should be carried out in accordance with FAO

Prjnciples.of Surplus Disposal).

26. There is also reference to food aid in the Decision on Measures Concerning the Possible

Negative Effects of the Reform Programme on Least Developed and Net Food Importing

Developing Countries which is slightly different in one respect from that under Article 10. In the

Decision members, agree "to adopt guidelines to ensure that an increasing proportion of basic

fooffetuBs is. provided to least developed and net food-importing developing countries in fully

grant form and/or on appropriate concessional terms in line with Article IV of the Food Aid

Convention". Uiis contrasts with the stronger wording of Article 10 that members should ensure

that food aid "shall be provided to die extent possible in fully grant form or on terms no less

concessional than those provided for in Article IV of the Food Aid Convention 1986". Eventually

tj^J^'Wili liave to be brought into line, Moreover, now that the Uruguay Round is
essentially concluded, the rote of the FAO Consultative Sub-Committee on Surplus Disposal

could become even more important in enforcing the disciplines on export subsidies.

27, A Lite addition to the Final Act was Article 12 on disciplines oh Exftort Pmhibition and

Restriction, which concerns limitations on exports of foodstuff taken under Article XI 2(a) of

the GATT that allows such restrictions "temporarily applied to prevent or relieve critical

shortages of foodstuff or other products essential to the exporting contracting party". This

poasibffity is now to be tightened up. Exporters must in future consider the effects on importing
aecurity and must consult with importing Members having a substantial interest
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at their request Moreover, this article also applies to a developing country "net-food exporter"

of the specific foodstuff concerned such as Argentina and Thailand1. The GAIT Committee on

Agriculture which is to be set up as a result of the Uruguay Round will therefore have a

potentially important food security function in that in a situation of a global shortage of food,

any steps taken to limit the export of food would involve discussions at the Committee on

Agriculture on the food security impact of such steps. The role and experience of FAO in

undertaking food security assessments could thus be useful to GATT Committee on Agriculture.

F. Special and Differential Treatment for Developing Countries

28. That there should be special and differential treatment (S and D) for developing countries

is an integral part of the Uruguay Round Agreement on Agriculture. This does not mean that

what has been provided to them is adequate, but the principle of such treatment has been

accepted. S and D treatment basically has three elements. First, developing countries are given

some flexibility in setting tariff levels, are allowed more time to adjust and are expected to make

smaller reductions in support. Thus, in the case of products which were subject to unbound

ordinary customs duties, developing countries have the flexibility to offer ceiling binding tariffs

on these products, instead of using the general formula based on the difference between domestic

wholesale price and reference import price (see paragraph 7 above). The period of

implementation is ten years not six and reduction commitments in the areas of market access,

domestic support and export competition amount to two-thirds of those expected of developed

countries. Moreover, the least developed countries are exempt from the reduction commitments

altogether, although they still have to tariffy and to bind all tariffe, to bind export subsidies if

they have any, and calculate and bind total AMS.

29. the second area where S and D concerns the various types of policies that are

"acceptable" to the GATT. Regarding domestic support the "Green Box" category has special

provision for developing countries in regard to public stockholding for food security purposes

and domestic food aid. Specifically for developed countries purchases for and sales from food

security stocks should be at market prices whereas for developing countries they are allowed to

use administered prices providing that the subsidy to producers is included in the AMS. As

regards domestic food aid, developing countries but not developed countries are allowed

untargeted subsidized food distribution on a regular basis. These are important concessions to

countries such as India which provide subsidized food through fair price shops on a regular basis.

■•■'..■ ■ ■ ■ ~ ■ ' '

30. In addition to the S and D treatment of the domestic support poficies exempt from

reduction commitments (the Green Box), developing countries have a higher de minimi's rule (of

10 percent instead of 5 percent) and may exclude from the calculation of the AMS the following

policies:- (a) investment subsidies which are generally available to agriculture, (b) domestic

support to producers to encourage diversification from the growing of illicit narcotic crops and

(c) agricultural input subsidies provided to low income or resource poor producers which are

available to all producers, providing all recipients meet certain criteria.

W Article would apply to ■ developing country that is mi occasional exporter of food (eg. India) but
which in most yeait is self-sufficient is not dear. Tne definition of what constitutes a "net-food exporter of a specific
foodstuff* is not provided in the Agreement.
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3U Fwthermorc, developing countries are exempt from two types of export subsidies that

developed countries must curtail (namely Article 9, l(d) and l(e)). These arc subsidies to reduce

the.markietmgcosts of agricultural products and diffew^^ ,..,,

"-33£- ; Thirdly, there are special provisions for the least developed countries contained in the

, Decision on Measures Concerning the Possible Negative Effects of the Reform Programme on

Least-Developed and Net Foodlmportmg Countries. This is an important text thatf*AO has been
closely Involved with in the past, even though it is still rather weak on concrete'action. the idea
behind the Decision is that agricultural trade liberalization may lead to higher world prices for

food while a reduction in export subsidies will also raise the effective price paid by importers.

There was, also some concern that the volume of food aid, which historically has been closely
linked to the level of surplus stocks, could be more limited in future as the surplus stocks are

run down. The Decision recognizes mis issue and provides for some redress. First it promises
action to improve food aid via (i) reviewing the level of food aid and (it) providing an increasing
share on grant terms (see also discussion above, para 26). The Decision also promises that "full

consideration" will be given to requests for technical and financial assistance to improve

agricultural productivity and infrastructure. It goes on to promise, that any agreement on export

credits would make "appropriate provision"for differential treatment in favour of these countries.

Finally, the Decision makes some provision for short term assistance in financing normal

commercial imports from international financial institutions under "existing facilities, or such

facilities as may be established, in the context ofadjustment programmes*. This hard fought over

; concession is really rather weak. The loans (probably not grants) would be from existing facilities

at the World Bank or IMF and would be subject to conditionalities of such loans, including "in

the context of adjustment programmes". Finally, there is no real commitment to new facilities
set up specifically to compensate food importers for the higher import bills arising from a reform

process. Transfers to their domestic agriculture by OECD member countries amounted to around
US$255 billion a year in 1986-88 and the savings from reduced domestic support would amount

to tens of billions of dollars, while the cost to food importing developing countries of higher
prices and smaller export subsidies would be a few billion dollars at most the promise therefore
that,these countries may be eligible to draw on existing conditional loans from, the international

financial institutions appears a somewhat paltry offer.

G. Other Aspects of the Agreement on Agriculture

33. The Agreement on Agriculture contains a few other articles of importance. One is Article
13 on Dae Restraint. This makes it difficult for countries to invoke certain actions under the

.. GATT against domestic or export subsidies. Previously action was possible under a number of

PATT articles and codes. Thus countervailing duties were sanctioned in certain cases where

dumping or subsidization were practised (Article VI), even though this was largely restricted to

industry. Action could also be taken under Article XVI on Subsidies or under Section IU of the

Subsidies Code and finally action could be taken under Article XXIII on the impairment of rights

under the QATT. The Due Restraint Article makes Green Box support non-actionable under

Artiples Y^ 3CVI and XXIII. Thespecialdomestic support ineasure^ exclutM fe^AMS (e.g.

the EEC decoupled set-aside payments) can be actionable under these Articles if certain

.condition* are met but recourse to such action is circumscribed. Finally export subsidies are

excmpt^froin Article XVI actions wbileuSey shall be restrained in regard to countervailing duty

actions iujckjr Article VJ. , ,
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34 The Agreement on Agriculture establishes a remittee on Agriculture which will meet
annually to discuss the implementation of the Agreement It will provide the occasion for
members to discuss the question of matket shares, the linked issue of export subsidies and the
problem of inflation affecting the level of domestic support TTie Committee w.H discuss foHow-
up to the Decision relating to the concerns of the least developed and net food importing
developing countries. The Committee on Agriculture will also be involved in the.notification
requirements on the use of the Safeguard provisions and on Export Prohibitions and Restrictions.
brother words it will be an important new forum for the discussion of agricultural matters.

H. Other Aspects of the Uruguay Round Final Act

35 Themost directly important of these from the point of view of agriculture is the
Agreement on Sanitary and Phytosanitary Measures. The Agreement recognizes that governments

have the right to take sanitary and phytosanitary measures but that they should be applied only
to the extent necessary to protect human, animal or plant life and should not arbitrarily or
unjustifiably discriminate between members where identical or similar conditions prevail.

36 In order to harmonize sanitary and phytosanitary measures on as wide a basis as possible,
members are encouraged to base their measures on international standards guidelines and
recommendations where they exist including the Codex Alimentarius and the IPPC. However,
members may maintain or introduce measures which result in higher standards if there is
scientific justification or as a consequence of consistent risk decisions based on an aRJ^nate
risk assessment ITw Agreement spells out procedures and criteria for the assessment of risk and

the determination of adequate levels of protection.

37 It is expected that members would accept the sanitary and phytosanitary measures of
others as equivalent if the exporting member demonstrates to the importing member that its
measures achieve the importing member's appropriate level of protection. THe Agreement

includes provisions on control, inspection and approval procedures.

38 Tlic Agreement also contains requirements on transparency, including the publication of
regulations, the establishment of national enquiry points and notification procedures. It also
establishes a Committee on Sanitary and PhytosaniUry Measures which, among other things,
would provide a forum for consultations, maintain contact with other relevant organizations and

monitor the process of international harmonization.

39 The Final Act also contains a number of texts that refer to various technical aspects of
trade These include harmonization of rules of origin (other than those relating to the granting
of preferences) and ensuring that such rules do not create unnecessary obstacles to trade. There
is also a text on pre-shipment inspection which sets out obligations of importing and exporting
countries. Tlie Agreement on Implementing Article VI (Ami dumping and countervailing duties)
strengthens the requirement for an importing country to establish clear causal relationship
between dumped imports and injury to the domestic industry. Procedures have been established
for handling anti-dumping cases. The Agreement on Subsidies and Countervailing Measures
builds on me existing Subsidies Code and establishes three categories of subsidy: prohibited,
actionable and non-actionable. TTiere is special treatment for developing countries. The Final Act
also comains a text that extends and clarifies the Agreement on Technical Barriers to TrajJe to
ensure that technical regulations and standards do not create unnecessary barriers to trade. A
Code of Good Practice for the Preparation, Adoption and Application of Standards is included.
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■Hie new agreement strengthens the disciplines on the users of import licencing system* which
«T^uch taMridaly used than in the past. There are also new texts on Customs Valuation and
n^ aewsston procedures to the existing Agreement on Government ProcuisinenJto facilitate
^t^Sp^Tdeveloping countries. Finally, the Uruguay R?™^™** WgJJ"
tighten up the application of safeguaid action taken under Article XIX against unforeseen
increase in imports that could cause damage to the industry.

40. Ttae are also several important agreements in addition to the reduction of tariffe. The
Agreementon Trade Related Aspects of Investment Measures (TRIM*) prohibits any TRIM that
feinraSent with GATT Articles on national treatment (i.e. treating imported goods m a non-
discrimioatory way vis a vis domestic goals) and on quantitative restrictions. Rcg»nlm£textiles
andclomtoa. the object is to secure the eventual integration of this sector into the GATT on the
basis ofsntngthened rules and disciplines. This would lead not only to the phasing^out of
Multifibre Arrangement (MFA) restrictions but also to non-MFA restrictions. The General
Agreement on Traoe in Services extends to this sector a basic most favoured nation approach
with exemptions, and other provisions such as transparency and recognition requirements. It
establishes the basis for progressive liberalization in services and *he institutional amngernente

including disputes settlement and a Council on Services. TTie Agreement °*Jto*J**l
Asmc* of Intellectual Property Rights including Trade in Counterfeit Goods (TOPS) which
coverssuch matters as copyright, trademarks and service marks, industrial designs, patents and
trade secrets. In addition to the above, there are texts designed to reform the system of dispute
settlement, to confirm the Trade Policy Review Mechanism, encourage f^j^"^1** »
the GATT system and set up a World Trade Organization. Decisions at the WTO will be based
oTconsensufand if votes are needed each member will have one vote. The WTO will have as
its scope the provision of a common institutional framework for the conduct of trade relations
araongrawnbers in matters related to the various agreements and instruments included in the
Final Act T1* WTO would absorb the existing GAIT. The WTO is expected to cooperate with
the Bretton Woods organizations (World Bank and IMF) in order to achieve "greater coherence

in global economic policy making".

nt GENERAL ASSESSMENT OF THE AGREEMENT ON AGRICULTURE

41. , Tlie Uruguay Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations took seven years to complete,
partly because agriculture was included for the first time in a substantial way. The negotiations
went beyond tariffs and the border measures to include domestic support policies. Ttus has led
to considerable difficulty in reconciling cuts in domestic support (often through prices being
reduced) with cuts in tariffs (which also affects the level of prices). The analysis of these
complex interactions can only be undertaken after April 1994 when the detailed schedule of

reduction commitments is made available.

42 Before having seen these schedules, therefore, only general remarks can be made about
the Impact on world agriculture. It is, however, already clear that while tjte quantitative cuts in
support to agriculture are relatively small and spread out over a number of yean, ihe way in
which agricultural policy is undertaken is likely to change radically. Moreover, the impact on
agriculture is not confined to the Agreement on Agriculture as the other changes ushered in by
the Uruguay Round are likely to have certain macro-economic effects with eventual impact on
the demand for agricultural commodities. The hoped for growth of world income should itself
boost the demand for agricultural commodities while sector-specific measures are likely to cut
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,.. agricultural supply in the industrialized countries as a whole while stimulating it in the

developing countries and in the low cost developed country exporters.

43. The overall cuts in support are rather small. Regarding domestic support a large number

of policies have been excluded from reduction commitments (the Green Box policies). What is
left is to be reduced by 20 percent in six years (13 1/3 percent over 10 years in developing

countries). In addition certain policies (e.g. the direct payments under production limiting

programmes and de minimis support) are also excluded from the reductions. Total support to

agriculture will not be cut much, although the cuts made will be concentrated on price support

measures. However the impact of inflation could pose a problem. The base AMS is fixed in

terms of national currency or in terms of another (hard) currency. Even in the latter case the

effect of inflation could result in a foil in support in real terms, unless a country fully adjusts its

exchange rate to account for inflation rate differentials. For developing countries with high rates

of inflation this could be of particular importance.

44. The cuts in tariffs and the tariff equivalent of non-tariff terriers will be greater - an

average of 36 percent and a minimum of IS percent - but of course the effect is spread over six

years (developed countries), 10 years (developing countries) and no reductions are foreseen for

the least developed countries. Formany individual commodity/country situations these cuts would

still leave tariffs at a level that would lead to negligible impact at best In these cases the

minimum access provisions will play a useful role in opening up trade. The important Japanese

rice market will be opened -up to regular large imports for the first time. The ending of the non-

tariff barriers by their conversion into tariffs is a major step forward in terms of increasing the

openness ofagricultural markets and should improve the stability of markets by making countries

more responsive to price signals. Disappointing therefore is the introduction of the safeguard

clause that could worsen the situation if import prices fell significantly below their base year

level. The problem with this clause is that it actually accentuates the problem of falling prices.

If import prices fell significantly below the base year level the safeguard clause would lead to

a sharp rise in import duties and thus a reduction in import demand putting further downward

pressure on world prices. It should also be noted that the price level that triggers safeguard action

is set in nominal national currency terms, while many developing countries race significant rates

of inflation and currency depreciation which will raise the future import prices in national

currency well above the base year levels. Thus, the use of this clause by developing countries

is potentially limited unless price trigger levels are allowed to adjust to counterbalance the

eroding effect of inflation. The whole question of the effect of inflation on commitments is to

be reviewed by the Committee on Agriculture.

45. An important result of the Uruguay Round of MTNs is the commitment to reduce

subsidized exports by 21 percent in volume terms and by 36 percent in value terms by the year

2000. Even though the subsidizing exporters have been given the chance to off-load a relatively

large amount of stocks in the interim, by the year 2000 export subsidies should definitely be

significantly reduced. Moreover, the limitation on export bans and prohibitions is generally to

be welcomed. Hie need to keep a careful eye on "grey area" transactions (export credits, export

guarantees and the misuse of food aid) will be an important area for FAO in the next few years.

It may be necessary to look at the relation of the FAO catalogue of transactions to the new

definition of food aid being evolved at the International Wheat Council (IWQ for the revised

Food Aid Convention.
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ftom the quantitative effect* of.the varioi* agreements, what is probably pf greater
mSSA in the long nm I., the «ew shape of agricultural policies. First and
Wems me list of politic* that are dtacouraged and those that are acceptable. The

the classical form ofguaranteed, target, indicative or procurement prices wMch
« levels above those on the world market. The future is for targeted non-pr.ce

of support Many of these "Green Box" policies are costly to governments and
i fo i the developing countries Some discussmn of this issuehence may be not appropriate for use in the developing countries. Some Akomoo of this issue

, is presented below.

47 Next in terms of significance is the demise of most non-tariff barriers to trade and their
a*ver»ian*ito tariffs (fcriffication). Although these tariffs apply as ceilings, which implies that
actual tariffs could be set below that level for a period of time, in general, support prices would
foltew much closer.Bie variations in world prices. This would improve the quality of prjee
sienals faced by producers and consumers if the domestic marketing system is sufficiently Ipw
cc^aUow to allow price signals to get back to producers and consumers. Thus, trade
«au»e« mfutwe shoujd be much more transparent. However this is not to say that new obstacles
totrade will not be invented - as for instance in connection with protection of lhe environment.
TtmTtms ofi protectionism are rather closely connected to the new Agreement on the
AnrifcaUonof Sanitary and Phytosanilary Measures. It would therefore seem that more work will
C^"r?!xl!r_-tLo-*« based on scientific evidence and equivalence of standards rate

of evaluating the tariff equivalent of non-tariff barriers.

4& Ttedisciplines on export subsidies and export restraints are important in principle because
ti«y bring .Slture closer to the other sectors. Fundamentally export subsHi.es are not
acceptabk buTwill be tolerated for the time being and disciplined. Countries that have flot used
thembefore would be forbidden except in conformity with the Agreement (which is tight) and
with commitments already entered into. This limits severely recourse to export subsidies by
countries that have not used them in the past.

49 The implication for the developing countries of this.new regime derive from both ctanges
in world markets, the si«, their stability and the price* fetched as well as on the revised set of
oolicy options that are now the order of the day. The macro effects and changes wrought on
commodity markets are discussed in the next section: it is sufficient at this point to note that
these chwiges are not likely to be of major importance although the general thrust of these
chances is towards slightly higher and possibly more stable commodity prices, expanded inarket
opportunities for some commodities and the loss of the value of preferences in some markets.

50 TlM! main implications for the developing countries concern the changed set of policy
options mat they fece in the post-Uniguay Round world. For roost developing countries, however,
anypolicy Initiatives will take place within the framework of structural adjustment programmes.

In •^cultural and food policy, there is currently a general tr*nd«owards more accurate targeting
of policies to particular groups of beneficiaries. This trend is partly a consequence of increasing
concern with the administrative difficulties and excessive costs of many current policies and,
broadly reflects the requirements of structural adjustment programmes. In the design of
^^lli, therefore, governments must take account of a number of constraints. Apart

South of the Sahara. Chapter 3. Linkage* between

imeiMtiOfl tnd Domeitic Meet.
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from overall resource constraints and the genera! economic goals which provide the framework

for agricultural policy, including the sustainability of agricultural production and the avoidance

- of environmental degradation, these will include the costs of any particular policy, both explicit
and implicit, and its administrative feasibility given the economic and social circumstances

obtaining at the time of implementation. In addition, agricultural policy makers must take account

of the changing international trade environment and the obligations and inhibitions this places
on the actions they precipitate.

51. In this respect, the main implication is that policies which, according to given criteria,

■distort" agricultural production or trade are likely to be increasingly untenable. At the same

time, it is apparent that the agricultural component of the Uruguay Round agreement is primarily

designed to affect the behaviour of policy makers in developed countries, where agricultural

producers generally benefit from substantial subsidies. In contrast, in many developing countries

the main thrust of policy has been to tax agricultural producers, particularly those producing

export crops. The extent to which agricultural producers and exporters are taxed is not likely to

form a requirement of any international agreement, even though it is likely to form part of

domestic reform policies. In the first place, the widespread introduction of structural adjustment

programmes has already, in many cases, reversed previous trends towards taxing agriculture, and

the current emphasis on promoting primary sector activity, particularly where it has export

potential, may involve a tendency to introduce measures to support production. In addition, even

where agricultural production in aggregate has been taxed in the past, such measures which
involve the transfer of resources out of agriculture have often been accompanied by interventions

to subsidise specific groups of producers, often for social rather than economic reasons. In these

circumstances, an understanding of the extent to which individual policy interventions are likely
to be acceptable in the new international environment is a standard requirement for policy

. makers.

52. TT>e exempt or "Green Box" policies can be defined as those interventions which imply
no, or minimal, "distortions'1 for domestic production or international trade. To be eligible for

inclusion in this category policies must be government funded and entail neither (a) transfers

from consumers to producers through, for example, manipulation of the price structure, nor (b)
direct price support

53. The dual influences of changes in the international trading environment and structural

adjustment programmes, generally require governments in developing countries to shift the focus
of their interventions away from attempts to influence the price mechanism, towards programmes

of investment in the infrastructure of the agricultural economy, in particular programmes to
develop the marketing services and appropriate storage facilities accessible to the rural
population. In addition, a shift in resources away from direct input subsidies to enhanced credit

provision is recommended; on account of the superior allocative efficiency of the latter, as well
as its potentially more progressive nature and greater targeting facility. Trade policy initiatives
witness a shift from the use of quotas to tariffe, and a general reduction in the latter. These
options are shown overleaf.

54. In conclusion, therefore, the implications for the developing countries are significant
mainly in the way in, which agricultural policies arc formulated in the future. Whether the
pressure for change comes from the new GAITdisciplines or fromjhose deriving from structural
adjustment policies, both point in a rather similar direction, one where influencing prices are no
longer the main instruments of agricultural policy. Whether, however, it will always be feasible
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developing cbuntAa to^dOfM ikm^<» d»^** pbHcies is a matter that requ&s further
work. .
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IV. PRELIMINARY QUANTITATIVE ASSESSMENT OF THE URUGUAY ROUND

A. World Price Distortions ofAgricultural Products

55. An analysis of the likely impact of the Uruguay Round on world markets and in particular
on developing countries, requires in the first place an idea of the degree of existing distortions
in world market prices as a result of past policies. "Hie feet that agriculture has been in the past

outside multilateral rules and disciplines imposed on other traded goods has resulted in a

proliferation of national agricultural policies largely based on national objectives and interests.

In some countries, mainly but not exclusively developed countries, the policies followed resulted
in higher domestic prices relative to world prices. In other countries domestic prices were kept

kwiier than world prices. In most cases it was not only the level of prices that diverged from

world price levels but also year to year movements in domestic prices did not follow those of
world prices. Agricultural protection has frequently resulted in an insulation of domestic prices

from movements in world prices.

56; Temperate Zone Products. There is a broad consensus that agricultural support and

protectionist policies followed in the past have tended to lower world prices of temperate zone

commodities below the levels that would have prevailed in the absence of such policies. In the

OECD countries direct assistance to agriculture has always been positive for both border

protection and domestic subsidies. In 1992, the combined transfers from taxpayers and consumers

to agricultural producers in OECD countries amounted to US$354 billion (OECD, 1993a), an

increase of 39 percent over the 1986-88 level, the base for Uruguay Round reduction
commitments. In particular, commodities such as dairy products and sugar were heavily

supported in virtually alt developed countries, and beef, veal and sheep meat were heavily

assisted by border measures. Nominal assistance coefficients (NAC's) for OECD as a whole

provided in Table 3 show the gap between world prices of agricultural commodities and the per

unit prices received by formers in OECD countries through price supports and other transfers,

57. Whereas the effect of agricultural policies in developed countries has had a price

depressing effect on world prices of temperate zone products, in general an opposite tendency

has been exerted on these prices from policies of developing countries. Developing countries

have frequently taxed agriculture in the past through direct and indirect policies. The nature and

extent of such an overall discrimination against agriculture has been documented by a World

Bank study based on a sample of 18 developing countries (Kruger et al., 1988). Most of the

sample countries taxed their agricultural sector, with the tax rate being highest in the poorest

countries. However, developing countries with the highest level of per caput income, protected

their agricultural sectors during the study period (1960-84).

58. Overall, as also reported by Brandao and Martin (1993), considering only direct policy

measures, the pattern of protection of staple food commodities in developing countries is quite

diverse. By and large, direct policies were used to protect importable commodities, including

staple food commodities. Exportable were frequently taxed. However, for most countries, the

effects of indirect policy measures (e.g. exchange rate overvaluation, industrial sector protection,

etc.) were typically stronger than the effects of direct policies.

59. Tropical products. Aside from the various direct and indirect policies pursued by exporting

developing countries themselves, which as mentioned above have affected exportable



ionately, developed country importers stitl nwifitam certainImjpbrttori^
sumoUon taxes which have an effect on the volume traded and the level

and degree of such tariff* afcd domestic taxes is given to Table
ch shows- first, metariff escalation policies of some importers

on coffee, cocoa and tobacco, and second, the substantial

additional domestic toxes^mposed on certain products.
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implementation of the Agreement. ■■•.■,---■■r^r?t;

,*,„ statements. For example,
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62. Notwithstanding these conceptual and modellm* difficulties, and although^PJ^
CMnmodity^pecific country offers are not known yet, some idea of the likely effects of the
SSSHT inferred from attempt that have been made in the recent pas. to asses.
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ta m the Final Act, and the way they were tnodelled^does^p
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(a) The UNCTAD/WIDER (1990) study assumed a reduction in producer price support by
20 percent, using 1984-86 as the base period.

m H* Page et al (1991) study was based on the known positions of the major negotiating
oartiei to the GATT just prior to the formaiization of the Draft Final Act in 1991. As regards
temperate acme products, this study assumed a 33 percent reduction of agricultural support (from
a 1987-88 base period) and that all tariffs would be reduced and some eliminated. The degree
of liberalization assumed for tropical products differed by product and importing country.
Existing GSP rates were assumed to remain at their current levels, even where under the offers
MFNrates would be less than GSP rates1. For the most important tropical commodities, i.e.
coffee and cocoa, the assumed reductions of MFN rates by the major developed country
importers was in the order of 40 percent to 70 percent (weighed by import values).

(c) The FAPRI (1993) study results are based on those reported by Valdes and Zeitz (1993).
Tbc FAPRI study simulated the main provisions of the 1992 "Blair House Accord" between the

United States and the Commission of the European Community,

(d) The Brandao and Martin (199$ study used the RUNS model to simulate the main
provisions of the 1991 Draft Final Act (DFA). As such, this study captures in some greater
degree the specific provisions of the Draft Final Act, namely: tariffication of import barriers and
their reduction by 36 percent; reduction of the value of export subsidies by 36 percent which was
assumed to be achievable by a corresponding reduction in export subsidy rajgs. (the limitation on

the volume of subsidized exports of 24 percent stipulated in the DFA was not taken into
conrideratkm); and a 20 percent reduction in the rate$ of assistance provided by domestic support
measures which was taken as an approximation of the DFA reduction in the value of Aggregate

Measure of Support.

(e> Another set of results based on the RUNS model are reported in the OECD/World Bank
study by GoWin et al (1993). This is based on a one-time 30 percent reduction of tariff
equivalents for all agricultural commodities and for all countries and a 30 percent cut in input

subsidies. The assumed reduction of tariff equivalents is completely symmetrical and includes
both reductions in import tarif&£ubsidies and export subsidies/taxes.

63 THe most relevant effects of these exercises will be discussed below. However, it should
be noted at the outset that, in general, all models are static and, aside trom the last one, of a
partial equilibrium nature2. They largely ignore dynamic gains and induced income growth
Mfisibilities, although such gains associated with a broad trade liberalization can be substantial,
often exceeding the static gains calculated by trade liberalization models. In tact the evidence
from countries which have implemented broad economic reforms suggests that this process is

likely to result in a much more diversified structure of production and trade, including expansion
in non^raditional exports (Valdes and Zietz, 1993). Modelling exercises are urtable to capture

1 T|fcM»inp!OTis!iteuniea]i8^

to devdoping countries, coffee and cocoa, the EC offer is to brmg MIW rate* down to iho, naking the OSP niwta
tibeee commodities irrelevant. On the contrary, h w>uM have been more appmp^

rates when the former woe to be reduced to a level below the latter.

2 While the RUNS model is described as a genera! equilibrium dynamic model, non-agricultural sector* ate aot

generally modelled m sufficient detail to be able to capture adequately ao»*ectorai and dynamic effects.
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r run. nor can they anticipate changes in the output

, The simulated changes in world price levels leporteo^in t

market price levels.

percent

from tariff reductions alone.

67. T^l^^. i^ ^ins/I^ses. As^ards

in ftese commodity .nay also not change much,

tenn impact on developing countries from the higher world prices expected from

anotherb considerable, over 40 percent of world imports. G>ns,denng an
*. sugar, developing countries are .ubstantia exporters accounUng ft«^
J exports. Seen differently, developing countries as a group earn torn cereal

oi what they.«end on ce«al imports, whettas for sugar Ae.r comb,ned
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a tough idea of the type of impact of higher prices for these commodities foreseen from %
iT^nd agreement, substantial net gains to developing countries as a whole wou d

from sugar, whereas their net position for other temperate 2»ne products especially
XTobvious! Indeed many net food importing developing countries may lose m the

cereals sector1.

69 Ihese observations are in general confirmed by the results of the studies referred to above,
Sne oVwLh are summarized? in Table 4. An estimate orovcraU eff^ ^ Mq
countries from the whole Uruguay Round package are given in Table 7 It should ^ "Oted that
Z effect, shown include only quantifiable ones. The effect of the Agreement on TYade in
tovtas/L Agreement on Trade Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights and the ^reement m
Trade^latedAspects of Investment Measures, as well as the general growth and confidence
expected from the overall agreement arc not easy to quantify, and hence are not included.

7d Although esUmates of the likely changes on the value of trade are only indicative at best,

certain patterns emerge which are worth highlighting:

i Estimated changes in net export earnings of developing countries in both temperate and
tropical products are relatively small (although larger for temperate zone products), particularly
taking into consideration the length of the implementation period, which implies that annual
changes will be marginal.

ii Although not all developing countries would make net trade gains from liberaliation of
agricultural trade, for the majority of developing countries the gains outweigh the losses.

Hi In general, anticipated gains and losses are concentrated both by pioduci and by
geographical region, with high to middle income countries gaining more than the poorer

countries.

iv Expected losses of developing countries are largely concentrated in Africa whereas
expected ainsare concentrated in Latin America and Asia. Africa's losses are mainly due to the
iosVcTpwftjrential margins it enjoys in developed country markets under the GSP, the Lomfi

Convention and other trade arrangements.

v Net trade gains to developing countries from agricultural trade liberalization are greater

the more they engage themselves in the reform process by removing some of the direct and
indirect policies which have discriminated against agriculture in the past

vi Overall, the implementation of the total Uruguay Round package ought to have positive
effects on developing country export earnings, with most gains coming from the ending of
restraints on textile and clothing exports under the Multi-Fibre Arrangement.

71 As regards specific losses by net food importing developing countries, the FinaLAct
includes a "Decision on Measures Concerning the Possible Negative Effects of the Reform
Programme on Least-Developed and Net-Food Importing Developing Countries*. In principle,

1 ft the extent that yield* in these countries increase as a result of higfcef woridmarket prices, their
expenditure* on food imports may be offset, partly or wholly (Anderson and •*-« «»m
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de^opment and increased food aid.

ve pa^ofto benefi*
subsiantW potential income ^J

. when domestic distortion.

wortdas • whole from ^
n.TheOATTSecrettnat s

. the Utter reflect* actual «

, ^ V^ore efficjent use of domestic
"Z*d. Estimates of such income effcs*
X are in the order of US$200

is US$230 billion (GATT,

1993. Incomegafes are

counfee. of over 40

in the countries concerned.

73.
of

on Cereal

Mtftatl prices, P
w»h most wmmenutors

move towards "^

Svito could M» • « ■j
reduction may not be large, but there f

in to fill the gap. If «* « ■«»*2'
Fortunately, however; ™

of trade liberalization on the stability
t^een me subject of considerable

kJ become more suble. However, the
of the government in price support

ing of agricultural commodtfe*;H*
S-l-t Pri-te sector would step
food 8tocks „« likely to be reduced.

S in the Final Act from reduction
of this exemption and bund up

.»—

domestic prices to a feirly high degree.

k

in the past

hfflioolDUS»213binion.
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Table 3 -Nominal Assistance Coefficients1
—— —»*-*—^^****M*^—

Australia

Austria

Canada

EC2aw^*

Finland

Japan

New Zealand

Norway

Sweden

Switzerland

United States

OECD

1979-86

1.12

1.46

1.44

1.57

Z61

2.58

1.28

3.57

1.79

2.95

1.34

1.53
■■■MMMHRIBGI

1987

1.12

1.99

1.78

Z01

4.40

3.50

1.14

4.80

2.58

4.49

1.54

1.90

Average

1988

1.09

1.94

1.61

1.84

3.82

3.28

1.07

4.58

Z26

4.26

1.41

1.76
MiBWWI

IMHMB

producei

1989

1.09

1.67

1.55

1.66

3.69

2.97

1.06

4.13

2.1 r

3.49

1.35

1.62
wmmmmmm

HMSHB

rNAC

1990

1.14

1.97

1.76

1.85

4.35

266

1.05

4.28

2.49

4.31

1.35

1/71
mmmtmsfsm

1991

1.15

2.05

1.75

1.94

4.46

2.71

1.04

5.06

2.89

4.38

1.35

1.76
B96R39BREOT9

1992

1.13

2.00

1.64

1.87

3.60

3.04

1.03

4.90

2.46

3.79

1.36

1.74
IDMHM

Source: OECD (1993a)

1 Defined u the ratio between the win of world market prioe at lhe,border and per unit jwoducer «ub$kJy

equivalent divided by the border pcict.

% Frorn 1979 throogh 1985, the numbera for the EC pertam to the EC-10. Beginning in 1986, they pertain to the

EC-IZ Starting in 1990, Ibe EC-11 indudea Ae Sonner Gemiin Democratic RepuWic.
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(Ad valorem In percent)Table 4 • Tropical Products; Import Tfrrifft

Product

Groundnuts

Groundnut oil

Soya beans

Soyabeanoil

Copra

Mm oil

Cotton

Tea

Coffee:

Cocoa:

tobacco:

Green

Roasted

Extracts

Beans

Butter

Powder

Chocolate

Leaves

Cigarettes

Cigars

Nes.

0

10.0

0

0

0

6.0

0

0.2 (15.5)

5.0 (15.0)

15.0(0.2)

18.0 (21.9)

2.9

1Z0 (0.2)

16.0 (2.6)

20.5

23.0

90.0

43.0

14.0

Source: UNCTAD/WIDER (1990), Table 5.

10

10

0

0

2

2

0

2

2

5

2

0

0

35

12.8

47.6

21.0

45.1

0

7.5

0

7.5

0

10.0

0

0

0

0.5

2.2

0

0

10.0

12.4

7.7

20.0

20.4

ia2

0

6.6

4.0

0

7,0

0

20.T

0 (5.0)

20.0 (5.0)

17.6* (5.0)

0

2.5

21.5 (5.0)

30.0

0.b
0

20.0

0

14.0

5.1

0

22.5,

0

2.7

0.4

0

0

0

0

0

0

3.0

7.0

11.5

26.0

22.0

Note:
Figures in parenthesis for EEC and Japan represent ad valorem rates of selected
internal taxes, which are additional to the import tariff.

Trade-weighted average of various rates.

Ad valorem equivalent of import restrictions: 354 per cent.
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Table 5 - StanuSated Effects of Uruguay Round Trade Liberalization on World Prices

Commodity

Temperate Zone Products

Wheat

CoaiseGiaina

Rice

Meat

Svgar

Soybean*

Soybean oil '

Dairy products

Trasilcri Products

Coffee

Cocoa

Tea ■ "' " /■;■■ :
Tobacco

Cotton

OfDVndaata

GioMidiwtoil

Plants and Flowers

Spices

UNCTAD/

WIDER

7.5

3.4-

183

13.0

10.6

0.0

0.1

...

0.4h

0.0* *

OS

03*

0.9

US

0-6

....

...

Percent Price!

Page and

others

5.0

1.8

12

S3

5.0

...

...

9J

0^

1.0

«..

...

...

...

...

IJO

02

FAPRI

63

2.4

4.4

0.5

...

0.0

3^

6.9-

...

...

...

•••

■** ■ •

.«•

•••

' *•»

"*

Change ■

RUNS

(Bnndao&

Martin)

6J

4.4

4.2

6.1'

10.2

452*

...

10.1

0.41

0.14

234

...

2^3

432*

•*«

H.

...

RUNS

(Goldin and

others)

5.9

36

-1.9

4.7*

10.2

4.1*

12

-6.1

-4.0

3.0

'•**

3.7

...

4.1*

«*

...

' Siaaple avenge of maizt and sorgaum.

b Rden to beint; for roasted, 0 percent and for coffee extracts, 1.4 percent,

v Refers to beans; for butter, 0.5 percent; for powder, 0^ percent and for chocolate, lit percent.

* Refen to leaves; for cigarettes, 0.1 percent and for cigars, 0.8 percent

" Refers to butter.

f Refen to beef, veal and sheepmeat, for other meals, 3.1 percent.

• Refers to all oilseeds.

k Refen to beet veal and sheepmeaL

J Refers to all vegetable oils.

.. Not available
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T.We « - Estimated Net Export Erntags«

Change in Net Export Earning! (US$ milliQn)

Commodity

TrrniTtrgtt-
Wheat

C Grains

Rice

Meals

Sugar

Soyabean

Soyabean oil

Total

Trooicat oroducte

Coffee

Cocoa

Tea

Tobacco

Cotton

Groundnuts

Groundnut oil

Plants and Flowers

Spices

Total

UNCTAD/WIDER

168.7

186.1

133.0

03

0.6

321.0

62.8

16.2

6.5

10.1

22.9

1.3

na

na

12U

Page et at

46

37

34

443

152

na

na

712

115

33

na

na

na

na

na

21

6

174

Table 7-Sum
laaaiBalBaapHiaa^iaa^^a^^^^

Ail areas

Asia

America

Africa

ACP

a^a^aMa^awaiai^iBB^^^^^^^

mary of Uruguay Round* Effecte on Dcreloptog Countries

Change in Developing Country Exports (%)

Tropical

products

0

O

0.2

-0.1

4).2

'temperate

agriculture

0

0

0.3

-0.2

0

Textiles

& clothing

2.9

3.6

0.9

1.5

0

^^BfaAMBtBBBtittanaBaiBBBBl

Tariffis

(incNICs)

-0.1

-0.1

0.1

-0.7

-1.1

Total

2&

3.5

1.5

03

-1.3

Source: Page et a!.
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